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It’s time to hibernate…  
don’t forget your mower!

Special TAG ‘Winter Service’ offer  
for ‘all’ homeowner lawnmowers  

and maintenance machinery.

TAG WINTER SERVICE
RESIDENTIAL MOWERS

Wildlife knows a thing or two about hibernation, such as always storing in a dry place, protect against damage and make sure 
there is enough energy to last the winter. That’s why at TAG, our winter service offer ensures that your machinery is cleaned 
and lubricated to protect against corrosion, includes fuel additive to stop the fuel going stale, thus avoiding poor starting and, 
recommends trickle-charging to protect the battery. Trust in TAG to service and prepare all your machinery for winter storage.

STRIMMER

• Air filter clean

• Spark plug replace

• Fuel filter replace

• Carburettor tuning

• Grease-up

• Nylon line

Price from £45.00 inc VAT

CHAINSAW

• Air filter clean

• Spark plug replace

• Fuel filter replace

• Carburettor tuning

• Grease-up

• Sharpen Chain

• Adjust bar

From £55.00 inc VAT

WALK-BEHIND MOWER

• Air filter clean

• Spark plug replace

• Fuel filter replace

• Oil/filter change

• Sharpen/balance blades

• Lubricate/adjust cables

• Set-up cutting height

From £55.00 inc VAT

RIDE-ON MOWER  
(PETROL/DIESEL)

• Air filter clean

• Spark plug replace

• Fuel filter replace

• Oil/filter change

• Transmission belts/idler check

• Lubricate/greasing

• Tyre pressures check

• Set-up cutting height

From £180.00 inc VAT

Spring into Action
Protect your ride-on mower and its battery through the winter, through buying and installing a TAG 
Trickle Charger for only £49.00. It comes with a TAG guarantee that if your ride-on doesn’t start after 
the winter hibernation period, we will come and start it for you - FREE OF CHARGE.

SPECIAL 
OFFER
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One of the oldest British independent day schools, founded in 
1291, the Royal Grammar School, Worcester lives by its motto; 
Respice et Prospice - which means, Remember the Past and 
Look to the Future.

With some 75 acres of grounds to manage, consisting of 
seven cricket squares, 17 football and rugby pitches, three 
artificial pitches, woodlands and gardens, the Grounds staff 
headed up by Sean Lloyd, have a fair bit of work on their 
hands. For more than 12 years, now their machinery line-up 
has included a John Deere 3720 compact tractor “It’s been 
absolutely brilliant,” enthused Sean “it gets used for all kinds 
of jobs including mowing, astro-brushing, verti-draining, 
feeding and all kinds of transport work - it’s been so reliable 
- I just can’t fault it.”

Even though the 3720 had a lot of years behind it, it was still 
proving to be a formidable weapon in the grounds arsenal, but 
it was time to consider moving it on and getting something 
new. “We followed our school motto or remembering the past 
and looking to the future,’ added Sean, “so we asked our 
local John Deere dealer - Tallis Amos Group to show us what 
they would recommend to upgrade the old tractor. Marcus 
Williams our TAG salesman recommended we took a look at 
the new John Deere 3045, which was a ‘like-for-like’ direct 

replacement for the 3720 and also gave us all the latest 
technologies that time has brought. We are very happy with 
the new tractor and we look forward to a long performance life 
from our investment.” 

The Royal Grammar School of Worcester added PowerGard 
extended warranty to the acquisition to give total peace of 
mind and a known operating cost through the life of the 
machine. The 3045 joins a family of John Deere’s at the RGSW 
including a 4720 compact, an 8700A fairway mower, and a 
6x4 gator utility vehicle.

“We’ve always had great back-up from TAG,” added Sean, 
“they have an excellent parts back-up service and if we do 
ever get anything that goes wrong, they are out at a drop of a 
hat, to help us overcome any issues. As you can imagine, we 
are a very high profile facility at Worcester, even the County 
1st and 2nd Cricket teams play at our facilities and so we 
are constantly under scrutiny from visitors nationally and 
internationally. So, if we’ve always had great service from our 
John Deere  machinery and our local dealer, TAG, why would we 
even consider changing a winning formula?” he concluded.

REMEMBER THE PAST AND LOOK TO THE FUTURE
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Kubota Power

Great Performance

High Productivity

The ‘NEW’ Arborist 150 

Awesome
Punch!

YEAR
WARRANTY
AS STANDARDPowerful material flow you have to see to believe

With a 150mm x 230mm in-feed envelope, the new Arborist 150 wood chipper is built for high output, cost-effective operation and 
premium chipping quality. 0% finance offers available, all backed-up by GreenMech’s full, three year, no quibble, unlimited warranty.

GreenMech chippers are the top selling chipper range throughout Europe!
GreenMech Ltd, The Mill Industrial Park, Kings Coughton, Alcester, Warwickshire   B49 5QG 
01789 400 044   •  www.greenmech.co.uk

British manufactured GreenMech chippers are a major 
success story. They are the top selling range throughout 
Europe and are supplied to many international markets 
around the world. At TAG, we offer the complete range of 
GreenMech chippers starting at the entry level CS100 - which 
is a very narrow machine, great for accessing difficult to-get-
to areas, yet has an aggressive output from its Vanguard twin 
cylinder petrol engine. It also comes in a tractor-mounted 
form, ideal for compact tractors.

The range extends to road-tow version that come in 150mm 
and 200mm capacities, and are also offered with petrol or 
diesel engine alternatives - depending on your preferences. 
Likewise the 150mm and 200mm version also come in 
a tracked format- great for contractors looking to get to 
clearance areas that might be difficult to reach with towed 
machines.

For contractors working o the roadside, safety is paramount 
to the clearance team. With GreenMech, the QuadChip 160 
and QuadTrack 160 offers a unique turnable in-feed, so it can 
be turned away from the roadside to protect the workforce, 
or turned toward the material so avoiding double-handling.

For specialist contractors, there’s the SAFE-Track versions 
whereby the track-driven sub-chassis can self-level on side-
land ground. These machines are specified by major rail 
companies both in the UK and Germany, because of their 
ability to work on steep side-land.

All the GreenMech products have been well-proven and what’s 
more they come with a full, three-year, unlimited, no-quibble 
warranty to give our customers total peace of mind. Ask us for 
a demonstration - you will not be disappointed.

WIDE CHOICE OF CHIPPER FOR THE PROFESSIONALS

GreenMech’s QuadChip 160 has a turnable in-feed that 
spans up to 270 degrees of angled adjustment
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USED MACHINERY
31019566

JD 6170M (2014) £46,000 
Autoquad Plus Lhr 20/20 40K, Standard 
Cab, Air Seat, Air Con,3 Scv, 540/65 R30 
Front Wheel, 650/65 R42 Rear Wheels

Claas 682 (1992) £12,500 
2WD

21019653

51018868

JD 9540I (2007)  £65,000  
Straw Chopper, 618R Header & Trailer, Lateral Tilt Feederhouse, Remote Shoe 
Adjustment, Tailings Monitor, Auto Real Speed Adjustment, 4 Hir Work Lights, 
Booster Bar

FEATURED 

PRODUCT

31019174

JD 5100R (2009) £32,995 
40 KPH Air Con 2 X MSCV HYD Push Out 
Hitch JD 583 Loader     

JD 6150R (2013) £59,500 
50K, AQ, TLS, 650/65 R38, 540/65 R28,
3 SCV’S, Air Brakes, Turnable Front 
Fenders, ITEC, Pass Seat, Beltline Work 
Lights

31019284

21013213

JD W540 (2010) £70,000 
618 Header, Level Land, Goodyear 650R32 (60%), Standard Straw Chopper, 30K, 
4 Hir Worklights

FEATURED 

PRODUCT
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Call 01386 576 666 for more information. All prices Ex-VAT

51018119

JD Starfire 300 (2016) £550 

JD 6430 (2007) £39,500 
4WD C/W TLS Plus 18.4 R38 16.9, R24 
Michelin.powerquad Plus Lhr, 24/24 40K.hd 
Rear Brakes, C/W Q51 Loader

51014443

31017225

JD 7400 (2003)  £49,500  
C/W 630A HEADER ENG HRS 4448 DRUM HRS 3069, 650/75R32 Michelin (50%), 
480/80R28 Goodyear (25%), 3 Speed Hydro - 4WD, IVLOC Header Drive, 40 Knife 
Drum, Auto Shearbar Adjust, Rear SCV (No Hitch)

FEATURED 

PRODUCT

31016322

NISSAN CABSTAR (2011) 
£12,900 
35.13 S/C SWB Tipper Body,
60442 Miles

Isuzu EIGER (2015) £15,400 
Eiger Automatic, Tundra Green,
58946 Miles

21019516

21018753

KRAMER 8095T (?)  £54,000  
101HP 40K Boom Extention 3rd Service Pressure Release Rear Axle Lube, Air Seat 
Radio & Aircon Continental 425/75R20 Hyd Trailer Brakes & Light Connector Ball 
Hitch 1.2m Pallet Forks 

FEATURED 

PRODUCT
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Call 01386 576 666 for more information. All prices Ex-VAT

21018823

Isuzu RODEO DENVER (2008) 
£10,000 
Tow Bar, Spare Wheel, Load Liner,
CD Player

Isuzu YUKON VISION (2016) 
£21,395 
2.5L D-MAX, 3.5 Ton Towing Capacity, Venetian 
Red, Ex Demo, 5000 Miles

51018891

21016860

JD 7930 (2011)  £36,950  
4WD, Deluxe Commandview Cab, Command Arm And Active Seat4 Electro-
Hydr. Rear Valves HD TLS 11 C/W L Slip Diff. Autopowr 40K LHR & Field Cruise 
710/70R42 Rear 600/70R30 Mitchelin. HD Cast Wheels.

FEATURED 

PRODUCT

Yamaha BEAR ATV (?) £1,500 
2 Wheel Drive

JD XUV855D (2015) £10,250 
XUV 855D Olive And Black Gator, 40k 
Homologated Deluxe Canopy Front And Rear 
Screen, Power Tip Kit.

51019131

21019758

JD TX GATOR (2016) £8,750 
Cayman Turf Tyres Cargo Box Protection Pack 
Pre -Registered Machine, Ex Display Model

JD XUV590I (2017) £9,500 
Power Steering (EPAS), 4WD, Maxxis Bighorn 14” 
Yellow Alloy Wheels, Cab No Doors, Front+Rear Screen, 
Brush Guard + Drawbar *Rd Reg - Limited Use*

31017485

51019954

JD XUV855D (2016) £12,000 
Green & Yellow Ps, Terrahawk Tyres, Full Cab & 
Glass Doors, Protection Kit, Front Work Lights 
Front Light For Rear, Drawbar:deluxe Light Kit, Hd 
Brush Guard Road Registered - Limited Use

Isuzu UTAH (2015) £18,000 
Satnav, Leather, Manual, Roll Over Back, 
22898 Miles

51019453

11018229
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Kawasaki MULE (2012)  
£5,750
Utility Vehicle, Roll Frame & Roof

Shelbourne POWERMIX PRO 
(2012) £18,000 
Express 25M: Tandem Axle:direct Coupled: 
Entry Scale:elevator Conveyor: Wide Angle 
Pto Wear Kit Fitted Last December

51014646 51018298

Strautmann MEGA VITESSE 
II (2001)  £12,500 

Teagle 8080 (2009) £3,950 
Trailed Straw Spreader

Teagle TOMAHAWK T8100SC 
(2012) £8,500
Feeder Bedder C/W Swival Chute
and Elec Controls

Charterhouse Verti-Drain 
7416 (2017) £19,950
EX DEMO, 1.6 M Working Width, Up to 14” 
Working Depth

Hi Spec 2300 (2005) £5,000
VT

JD 1570 (2016) £15,900
1570 Terrain Cut 4WD Out Front Mower 
23X10.50-12 Turf Drive Tyresair Ride 
Suspension Seat Kitc/W Trimax Fx 155 Deck

51019303

31019119 51019277

1101784951019776 21020058

We have buyers looking for second hand used tractors of all hours. 
Particularly 6150R, 6125R, 7530, 6930 and 6430 models. 

For the latest used equipment as well as additional photos please visit www.tallisamosgroup.co.uk/used-machinery

Major 3100 (2014) £16,500 
Fitted With Alliance Tyres, Rain Gun, 
Air & Hyd Brakes, Wide Angle Pto, Front 
Hatch, Extra Fill Point, Hispec Fill Fittings, 
Flashing Beacons, Mud Flaps, Linkage & 
Hyd Pipework, No Plate Holder

51018495

ALL-IN
PACKAGE

ALL-IN ONE TRACTOR ENGINE
PACKAGE
500HR ENGINE SERVICE FOR 6 SERIES TRACTORS*

Only genuine lubricants and filters ensure maximum engine 
performance and life. Benefit NOW from our extensive servicing 
and let our fully trained technicians maintain your machine.

Service includes:

– Replacement of engine oil filter elements
– Change of engine oil (John Deere Plus 50 II)
– Lubrication of all greasing points
– Check of engine performance (Dyno test), incl. engine

compression

€ 330*
*  Valid for 4 cyl. tractors: 6010, 6020, 6030 Series;
*  Cost of oil is included * Offer ends 31.12.2017 

10% Discount when servicing two
or more similar sized tractors at the
same time

10% Discount when servicing two or more similar 
sized tractors at the same time
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ALL-IN
PACKAGE

ALL-IN ONE TRACTOR ENGINE
PACKAGE
500HR ENGINE SERVICE FOR 6 SERIES TRACTORS*

Only genuine lubricants and filters ensure maximum engine 
performance and life. Benefit NOW from our extensive servicing 
and let our fully trained technicians maintain your machine.

Service includes:

– Replacement of engine oil filter elements
– Change of engine oil (John Deere Plus 50 II)
– Lubrication of all greasing points
– Check of engine performance (Dyno test), incl. engine

compression

€ 330*
*  Valid for 4 cyl. tractors: 6010, 6020, 6030 Series;
*  Cost of oil is included * Offer ends 31.12.2017 

10% Discount when servicing two
or more similar sized tractors at the
same time

£435

ALL-IN ONE TRACTOR 
SERVICE PACKAGE
500HR SERVICE FOR 6 SERIES TRACTORS*

Service includes:
- Replacement of engine oil filter elements
- Change of engine oil (John Deere Plus 50 II)
- Lubrication of all greasing points
- Change transmission and hydraulic filters

10% Discount when servicing two or more similar 
sized tractors at the same time

WWW.TALLISAMOSGROUP.CO.UK
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REAPING THE BENEFITS OF POWERGARD EXTENDED WARRANTY

There was a time when ‘extended warranty’ was frowned 
upon. Generally it came along with white goods from the 
high street electric store and never seemed to be of much 
benefit to the end user. Today, however, ‘extended warranty’ 
and in particular, John Deere’s PowerGard is used widely as 
a business tool by many of our customers.

But how does it work?

Essentially there are two levels of PowerGard, and they 
both extend the original manufacturer’s warranty through a 
designated number of operating hours and years, normally 
up to five years on agricultural equipment. Generally, 
the difference between the two options is that PowerGard 
Protection Plus comes with full preventative maintenance 
and servicing plans that precisely follows the manufacturer’s 
servicing schedules and are carried out by TAG’s certified 
service technicians. Importantly, preventative maintenance 
elements of the plan apply data and inspection checks 
that identify potential component failures, normally before 
they happen. Typically, without preventative maintenance 
checks, when a component fails, it normally affects other 
vital components and can therefore increase the cost of a 
breakdown. However, with preventative maintenance checks, 
potential problems can be identified and then rectified 
before failure. The alternative to PowerGard Protection Plus 
is a standard PowerGard plan, where the owner/operator 
carries out their own service schedules - but receive regular 
checks from the TAG service department.

TAGs service engineers have an integrated data analysis 
system that connects with John Deere’s global service facility 
and checks other similar items of equipment and their 
relevant service maintenance records, which identifies any 
error codes or function irregularities, By having advanced 

warning of a component failure means the breakdown 
can be avoided, therefore minimising down-time and lost 
production.

Where customers utilise JDLink - telematics, the service 
department at TAG can often monitor error codes from 
the office and keep an eye on equipment, scheduling 
maintenance visits as soon as they reach the designated 
operating hours. All-in all it provides a safety net to ensure 
that maintenance schedules are not missed - important to 
meet the stipulations of extended warranty programmes.

Long term, those customers trading-in machinery will 
normally have experienced a long period of trouble-free 
operation, but with a known cost. Those machines that 
had PowerGard Protection Plus and still has some of the 
warranty available, will often find that the value of their 
trade-in is significantly higher than non-extended warranty 
machines, purely because everything has been maintained 
and recorded, precisely to manufacturer recommendations.

Ask us for more information on extended warranty and 
planned maintenance packages, which can be tailored to 
your needs.
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CHRISTMAS TOYS FOR 
THE ENTIRE FAMILY

WE’VE GOT A COMPLETE SELECTION OF GIFTS FOR LITTLE KIDS AND BIG KIDS
Toys, clothing, kids clothing, tools, pedal tractors, games, stocking fillers

WE STOCK, SERVICE AND MAINTAIN THE ENTIRE RANGE OF STIHL CHAINSAWS!
FROM RESIDENTIAL TO FORESTRY MODELS FROM ONLY 

£150.00
Complete range of replacement parts and consumables always in stock. Full service and 

maintenance technicians available

Come and take a look at our display and ask us for a demonstration
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Fit a Grass Guide to your tractor and get accurate application guidance for your equipment.
Great technology to assist with accurate application of fertiliser and chemical inputs.
Comes with Receiver, Screen, GPS Guidance and proof of placement for grass-based farming.

For more information contact: 
Trevor Bolton (Evesham and Bibury) Mobile 07973 543237 Email;trevor.bolton@tallisamosgroup.co.uk
Chris Bufton (Leominster) Mobile 07825 173130 Email;chris.bufton@tallisamosgroup.co.uk
Martin Philips (Narberth) Mobile 07815 102677 Email;martin.philips@tallisamosgroup.co.uk

Special offer 

£1495 fitted

Precision Farming 

offer! £3800

 Discount*
UPGRADE INTEGRATED AUTOTRAC

Available for all John Deere M Series tractors
Take advantage of this cost effective upgrade to increase work efficiency while reducing time, fuel and inputs.

Included is the simple-to-use and proven technology of the 2630 touch-screen display and the very latest 
StarFire SF6000 receiver, for increased signal uptime and seamless integration with the tractor, providing an 
outstanding guidance solution.
*available on all new orders placed before March 31st 2018
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THE ULTIMATE 
‘EXPERT CHECK’

Out-of-Season Service programme - the perfect time to check over 
machinery and identify maintenance and service work that needs 

completing in preparation for next season.
With ‘Expert Check’ from TAG one of our factory trained service technicians will 
go through your machine. Our experienced team can often spot minor problems 

allowing them to be adjusted or fixed ensuring reliability for the season ahead.
Why not book in for a TAG ‘Expert Check’ today? Benefit from discounted out of season 

prices and have the peace of mind that your machine is fit and ready to go.

John Deere ‘Expert Check’ from TAG includes;

• Thorough technical assessment
• Comprehensive machine report
• Free estimates for subsequent repair work and replacement parts
• Special offer on early order promotions
• Information on optional field kits and accessories
• Advice on machine optimisation

Commercial Mowing Equipment 
Consists of a machine wide 70 point check. Our 
professional accredited Turf service technicians 

complete factory recommended checks for all 
electronic, mechanical and hydraulic components 

and cutting units. Your machine will return fully 
cleaned and ready to pack away for the winter.

Golf Equipment 
Consists of a comprehensive 70 point 
check. One of our certified technicians 
will go through all mechanical, 
electronic and hydraulic components. 
Finally we will check the safe operation 
of all controls. Your machine will return 
fully cleaned, serviced and ready to 
pack away for the winter.
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Since John Deere’s announcement of a ‘strategic alliance’ 
with German materials handling giant, Kramer Werke GmbH, 
lots of new products have been arriving through the TAG 
network and creating much interest. So we thought we’d give 
you a brief overview of what’s in the range and what’s special 
about these products.

Essentially, there are three product groups in the range, all 
proven in agriculture and having developed a reputation for 
quality, reliability and performance - Wheeled Loaders, Tele-
Wheeled Loaders and Tele-handlers.

Product identification is very straightforward in as much as 
the product number gives a clear designation of lift height 
and capacity. For example, a KT357 is a Kramer Tele-Handler 
with a 3500kg lift capacity and a lift height of 7 metres.

There are nine models of tele-handler with lift height and 
capacities ranging from the very practical KT276 at the lower 
end and the high output KT559 at the top, with 115kW/156hp.

All models come with a heavy-duty, four-wheel steer, 
torsionally resistant frame, maximising durability through 
maximum payloads. Safety is a priority and the ‘Smart 
Loading’ facility speeds load cycles, by automating repeat 
settings, therefore assisting the operator to maximise 
output. This facility is integrated with three ‘intelligent’ 
operating controls under; Stacking mode, Bucket mode and 

Manual mode - all combining to provide maximum safety in 
operation and high output, while managing potential overload 
situations.

Powerful hydraulics throughout and a multitude of quick-
hitch attachments, makes the Kramer KT range highly flexible 
and capable of multiple applications for ‘all’ materials 
handling requirements.

If a more compact machine is your focus, then take a look 
at the ‘four-wheel-steer’ wheeled-loader range which consists 
of four models ranging from the KL10.5 up to the KL25.5 or 
the five models in the ‘multi-purpose’ telescopic wheel loader 
range with lift capacities of up to 4,300kg. Typically, the 
wheeled loaders are ideal for operation in confined and tight 
spaces, yet can handle high capacities with minimum effort 
and maximum safety for all heavy duty requirements around 
the farm.

All ranges and models have a full complement of attachment 
options for bulk handling as well as for hydraulically powered 
equipment. Ask us for more information on any of the 
models and we will be happy to show you what is on offer. 
All new Kramer models and the ‘pre-John Deere‘ ranges are 
fully covered by TAG service and parts back-up. So even if 
you have an older model Kramer or even a Claas model, we 
carry all replacement parts and provide total service back-up 
regardless of colour.

THE BIG LIFT

KL35.9
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At TAG, we have demonstration models available for testing on 
your own farm, so you can decide which model or configuration 
suits your purposes - whether it be the powerful, heavy-duty 
agricultural tele-handler range, or the more compact wheeled-
loader. Each model range have their own capabilities that can 
be tailored to specific bulk materials handling requirements 
for all applications. Importantly, the new Kramer range of 
materials handler are renowned for performance, reliability 
and safety and, with TAG’s renowned after-sales support - well 
you’re onto a sure winner.

KT357

For Beef farmer Roger Warner of Rex Warner & Son, Town Street 
Farm, Tirley, Gloucestershire, owning and operating a Kramer/
Claas Scorpion tele-handler has been a very good experience. 
Now that the Kramer product has been taken under the wing 
of John Deere in a ‘strategic alliance’ agreement, his trusted 
machine is now available through Tallis Amos Group (TAG). 

“The Scorpion has been an excellent performer,” said Roger, 
“there’s nothing that I don’t like about it. It’s given excellent 
service and reliability and is used every day for managing our 
beef finishing system.”

TAG has four branches throughout the region and the entire 
range of Kramer material handlers are available from all 

branches with full sales and after-sales support from the 
company.

“We decided we needed an extra materials handling machine 
and although I am a new customer to TAG, I was attracted 
to talk with them because my old Scorpion is available from 
them in exactly the same specification as a Kramer KT357. 
It’s identical in every way, except the colour. So as I have had 
such good experience with the Scorpion, and as they have 
an excellent reputation for service back-up, I had no qualms 
about buying the direct replacement from TAG.” he concluded

TRUSTED MATERIALS HANDLER

ROGER WARNER AND HIS KRAMER KT357
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CALL YOUR NEAREST BRANCH FOR MORE DETAILS
EVESHAM

Hinton on the Green
Evesham

Worcestershire
WR11 2QT 

T: +44 (0) 1386 48600

BIBURY
Meadowlands

Bibury, Cirencester
Gloucestershire

GL7 5LZ 
T: +44 (0) 1285 740115

 LEOMINSTER
Southern Avenue

Leominster
Herefordshire

HR6 0QB 
T: +44 (0) 1568 613434

  NARBERTH
Redstone Road

Narberth
Pembrokeshire

SA67 7ES 
T: +44 (0) 1834 860202


